At UNESCO, 107 nations voted for Palestinian membership and only 14 against, with 52 abstentions. A similar selection of states are members of other UN bodies, so further Palestinian applications have a good chance of success. However, other bodies have different systems for granting membership.
UNESCO funds and runs many inter national science projects, including a tsunami-warning system in the Indian Ocean, put in place after the 2004 disaster. It also runs science-policy and education programmes. "The present cuts will seriously reduce the good work currently in hand, " says Peter Fensham, emeritus professor of science education at Monash University in Melbourne, Australia, who has worked with UNESCO. He adds, "I also remember how handicapped UNESCO's very good work in science education was when the United States and United Kingdom cut off funding in the Reagan and Thatcher eras. "
Jens Jørgen Gaardhøje, a physicist at the Niels Bohr Institute at the University of Copenhagen and a member of the Danish National Commission for UNESCO, says that UNESCO programmes are already "systematically" short of funding. "With a very significant reduction of the budget I fear that significant activities will have to be discontinued entirely and some very hard choices will have to be made, " he says.
As Nature went to press, the FAO, the WHO and the IAEA said that they had not received applications from the Palestinian Authority. The FAO and the IAEA would not comment on whether they have contingency plans to deal with a potential loss of US funding. A spokesperson for the WHO said that because it has not yet received a membership request, the organization has not reached the point of considering revised funding plans. Kelley Lee, director of global health at Simon Fraser University in Burnaby, Canada, said that other countries might make up any shortfall in funding if the UNESCO situation was repeated at the WHO. "China is an obvious country to step in, " she says.
But a Palestinian membership attempt could be particularly problematic at the WHO. The agency is preoccupied with a huge internal reform driven by its director-general, Margaret Chan (see Nature 473, 430-431; 2011) , so its members may resist Palestinian overtures. "Overall, my feeling is that it is unlikely to happen given the current and indeed long-standing financial austerity within the organization and Margaret Chan's focus on protecting the organization's financial and political standing, " says Lee. "Palestinian membership poses higher risks than I think the organization can bear at present. 
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